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Parent Release Form for Media Recording:

I, the undersigned, do hereby grant or deny permission to Snell’s Pre-k to use the images/
video or digital film of my child(ren) ,as marked by my selection(s) below. Such use
includes the display, distribution, publication, transmission, or otherwise use of
photographs, images, and/or video taken of my child for use in materials that include,
but may not be limited to, printed materials such as brochures and newsletters, videos,
and digital images such as those on the Snell’s Pre-K Website. Please read the options
below and indicate which one(s) best suits your preference.

Grant permission to use my child’s image in the following ways

(mark all that apply):

❑ I want my child’s image, videos and digital media used within Snell’s Pre-k
settings only ,such as the Procare app for parents' usage and view only and
displayed in classrooms and/ or around the center but not in the larger
community. (CENTER ONLY)

❑ I want my child’s image to be used for educational materials only, not marketing.
This could be either within Snell’s Pre-k or in the larger community. An example
of this could be photos, videos or digital film for Parent Education classes or Staff
Training.( PUBLIC)

❑ I give unrestricted permission for my child’s image, videos and digital film to be
used in print, video, and digital media. I agree that these images may be used by
Snell’s Pre-k or in the larger community for a variety of purposes and that these
images, videos and digital films may be used without further notifying me. I do
understand that the child’s last name will not be used in conjunction with any
video or digital images. (PUBLIC)

Deny permission to use my child’s image, videos or digital at all in any form
mentioned above. (NO MEDIA AT ALL)

Parent/guardian signature:____________________________ Date:_______________

If you have questions, contact Snell’s Pre-k at ( 209) 478-6161


